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Happy Valentines!

Welcome New moderators!
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In the near future the following
exciting events will take place.

2010-03-07 - Sherlock Holmes Myst...

2010-03-28 - Extravaganza: Custom...
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Forums Adoptables General Into the Woods - Ooo.. What was that?! - Story Plot RP

02-04 02:37
bloodblackrose65
7906

 - USR

    

 

Wishes trotted along with the group, picking her way around rocks and dips in the ground. She
caught sight of a Guardian looking very sleepy and, bored and sick of being all alone, ran up to
her. "Do you know where we're going, miss? We've been walking for what feels like forever and I
don't know where we are any more..." She said, letting her head drop down slightly. The new
surroundings confused her and she didn't like the feel of the ancient air of the road they were on.
And she was tired of walking. Plus, there were so many Guardians and critters around her-
normally some many people would have excited her but this amount was almost too much.
Wishes's tail dropped and dragged on the ground behind her. She had been in such a good mood
this morning and this stupid blast had to ruin it for her.

Ada had stopped running somewhere along the way when a band of critters and Guardians alike
passed her. She hopped out of the grass and joined the back of the group, straggling behind
slightly on purpose. She figured she might as well do some snooping with these guys if she wanted
to find out was going on.

02-04 02:40
aires213
9986
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Althea turn to the voice (cleo) and spoke "I have no idea i was hope you guy would know i didn't
she anything at all i could only fell the pain and fright of the critters of the forest and came to find
out what was happening would you mind if i join i may be able to help?

PIFF Link

02-04 02:44
Randomly~Zebras
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Ginger flew up so she could see the entire group, and looked down trying to see any other critters
in need of a ride. Seeing none, she looked for a spot to land. She saw one right next to a boy
Guardian, but all she could see was a red sagging hat. She landed gracefully and look to her side.
It was Chain that was wearing the odd hat.

Suddenly, Ginger noticed how adorable that hat made him. She made a mind giggle, and then
tried to talk to him, but it didn't exactly come out.. right. "Umm, hi, i'm G-Ginger, and you're
Chain, right? You know, i'm totally cool with the whole 'Guardian of Nightmares' thing because I
get a TON of nightmares and they normally tell the future, but hey, sometimes they don't!!!
Hahaha... ha... ha..." She said nervously and desperately. She really hoped he couldn't tell that it
was him who was making her act this way.

02-04 02:45
melodys_angel
9130
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Within minutes, the group came to a small clearing off to the right-hand side. The
palms bordered the area, and grass grew in the center. Off to the back edge, there
appeared to be a small cavern. Though the sun did not shine here, rays touched the
liquid silver of metal. Something was inside the cave. Something dangerous, making
Bevelle wince.

The clearing itself was very small and looked to have once housed some sort of
memorial. Old and ancient broken pillars of white were on the ground in clumps, while
some of the pillars, still broken off, remained firmly rooted in the ground. The
memorial, housed in the center of the tiny clearing, was that of large pieces of
unbroken flagstone crafted in a 4 foot sculpture. On it, an ancient language chiseled
into the stone began to lightly glow. The words themselves were not of any current
known language. It would be impossible to decipher them without some help.

Bevelle ran her hand against the ancient markings. Though she could not read it, she
felt a connection to it. The glow of the words could now be seen under the guardians
hand. It pulsed its eerie blue-white glow then dimmed. The same wind that Bevelle felt
on the flagstone path twirled *through* her. Standing infront of her, on the other side
of the monument, stood what she at first thought were other guardians. They were
there, and they were both in a defensive stance.

Bevelle hadn't seen their faces before, though it felt as though she knew them. There
was a male and female, both with tattered armor and scars on their bodies. The female
guardian could see through them, and they glowed in an errie light. She could make
out the colour and designs on their armor. They both appeared to have a combination
of emotions on them. Anger, hurt, puzzlement, betrayal. Realizing that she was looking
at the warriors of the ancient past, the guardian of time took her free hand to her
mouth.

She mentally kicked herself for not seeing it sooner. The "monument" was a grave site.
The warriors were of an ancient race. They had died while doing something. And two of
their spirits were staring straight at her.

(( Here we are introducing a new guardian option called 'Armor' - created by the talented
loneisledruid and templated by me! ))

02-04 02:47
red_uni387
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The little squirrel was nearly dead to the world, but he still clung tightly to his acorn. The sky
began to disappear as his eyes closed, he could feel himself being lifted. He could hear more voices,
more creatures to help investigate this strange happening. Knowing nothing bad could happen
while he slept, Ayu let his mind drift, knowing whatever they were about to face would require the
bulk of any energy he could regain.

eta: ((new plot part!))

Still completely knocked out, Ayu didn't noticed the wind or feel Bevelle's change of emotion. He
didn't even realize they had arrived somewhere, somewhere important. Lost in a dreamless sleep,
he slept on, oblivious to what was about to occur.

02-04 02:50
Randomly~Zebras
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Ginger flew over to see these warriors. She loved a good battle story. Even she was surprised for
not seeing what was about to happen. She noticed that the boy had devil's wings and the girl had
angel's wings. Wow, what a personality give away! She hoped right up to them and said, "Hi! My
name is Ginger, and this is Artemis and Spirit!" *turns back to let the critters greet the warriors*

Spirit and Artemis both waved their paws awkwardly, wondering what the proper greeting should
be when meeting two long dead warriors that popped out of a grave...

((OOC: Edit! Will you be voicing these characters, Melody?))

02-04 02:53
melodys_angel
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((OOC: Yes, any new character will be controlled by me. I *just* finished the base plot and im
estatic for you guys to see it!)))

02-04 02:54
aires213
9988
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Althea Join the group any how and then to her shock felt a overwhelming amount of emotions
witch at first she thought where from the group but quickly notice it was from some one else.

She eyed the purple guardian looking at a strange glow witch looked like to other guardians and
looked back at the (Bevelle) purple guardian face and notice she looked as if she new them.

So she asked do you know them?

PIFF Link

02-04 02:54
Hoshizora
5336
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((OOC: My father came in my room and started throwing my stuff out... I'm back now, so can I
just say Roman was following along keeping his mouth shut?

Vanities / Doramas / PIFF / Kilm / Glyphs

02-04 02:56
Rainfire
3144
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(Yes! My favorite costume came to life! *hugs Fae and Melody* :DEheheh! I am sooo excited for
the armor! Squeee! *spaztic rainy going knight-crazy* Oh and did I ever mention that Saria was
trained as a knight *nods* its very true even before I saw the armor.)

Saria gazed past Bevelle (she had heard others call her by that name along the way), and looked
around the stone structure, A grave. She thought, and her heart twinged with a painful memory
of somewhere similar. She pushed her emotions down for the moment, and she leaned against
one of the pillars for support, her wings were hurting now, and she could feel something ominous
in the air. She felt under her cloak and touched the hidden handle of her sword for comfort, she
was sagging into the stone, the memories of her past haunting the present. She looked back at
Bevelle and wondered what they would do next, if this was a quest, she intended to fufil(sp?) it to
the end...
Rain immeadeatly(sp?) sank to the ground when they stopped, staying close to Sleepy the entire
time, she had decided to stick with her, she looked around, this place gave her the creeps, but at
least it was a resting spot...
Cleo smiled, "I don't think anyone will mind, and I bet you will be a great help." She replied...

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.
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((OOC: My father came in my room and started throwing my stuff out... I'm back now, so can I just say
Roman was following along keeping his mouth shut?

((OOC: Maybe he could be quiet but grouchy? Just wanted to help keep you on his character  ))

02-04 02:57
faerain
23221
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~ Sleepy looked down at Wishes and replied " I have nooo idea where we are going no .. probably
along this path though" ... 
and it was then that she noticed the cavern an it's inhabitants.
"Whoaaaa it is glowing!" - she remarked in amazement.

02-04 02:59
.:Lapis_Lazuli:.
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Luna saw the small group of guardians and her eyes went wide. "Oo! Let's follow, Lapi!" She
gripped the girl's wrist tightly and ran as fast as she could after them. Lapi screeched. "Slow
down!" Her eyes closed as she held the plushies in her arms. Luna skidded to a stop when the
group had suddenly stopped. Before them was a couple of guardians covered in armor. Lapi
slammed into the back of her. "Ow... Why did you-" She looked up - rubbing her face and saw the
two guardians. Wow. Lapi blinked and stood there. Luna still had her wrist. Lapi looked around at
the other guardians. This is so embarrassing... She looked down at her plushies - her face turning
red slightly. Luna had made quite a bit of noise on their way - so Lapi didn't want anyone to think
they were strange. Her eyes moved back up to the guardians - Who are they...? She wondered,
looking around at the grave site they stood at.

02-04 02:59
Randomly~Zebras
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Artemis, seeing Rain standing there looking confused, hopped out of the pack and went to see her.
"Hi, i'm Artemis, what's your name? You seem very nice." He hoped he had pushed the
nervousness out of his voice enough to sound casual. Unfortunately, he suspected that he hadn't.
He really hoped that Rain hadn't noticed.

02-04 03:02
melodys_angel
9132
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The female warriors face is mixed now with extreme puzzlement as she sees creatures unfamiliar
to her approach her. The male, just behind her begins to breathe heavily. Both are on thier
defense.

02-04 03:03
Hoshizora
5337
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Well, the little girl hadn't said anything, seemed toally wrapped up in what she was doing, so
Roman instead had run off after Bevelle and the large group that had gathered. He hadn't really
thought to ask why everyone just happend to be around the river. Must have just been a very
popular hiking spot, not that he'd noticed before.

When there was a little pause, with the group stopped to look at stones, he was more interested
in taking the opportunity to ask if the natural leader knew anything about it, why she'd taken this
path, since following just for adventure's sake seemed like a great idea but hardly satisfied his
curiosity. But as soon as he opened his mouth to ask, two Guardians appeared, and he stared.
Woah. He was pretty nervous as two of the group just up and approached the strangers. They
looked very unusual. A little unreal. So he turned to Bevelle, hoping that he might catch her
obviously divided attention, and asked "Woah, are they for real? Were you looking for them?" Now
seemed like no time to say hi, just to cut to the chase.

Vanities / Doramas / PIFF / Kilm / Glyphs
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Ginger walks a bit closer to the warriors. "Please!" she says calmly, "We are not here to harm you.
You see, the river by our village, it exploded to reveal this patch of uncharted land. We followed
the trail trying to find the source fo the explosion. Do not fear us."

02-04 03:05
melodys_angel
9133
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((And im going to bed for hte night. Feel free to keep on RPing, but the plot wil remain here until
tomarrow <3))

02-04 03:06
aires213
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Please why are you so defensive cry's out Althea to the blueish glowing figures,

We mean you no harm !

Are you the one responsible for all that has happen?

PIFF Link

02-04 03:07
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((OOC: kk, I understand the need for sleep ^_^ I stopped needing sleep about 6 years ago, and
now I just sort of lay awake every night being hyper, and I get about 4 hours at most of sleep
every night... EDIT: So many typos today!!!))

02-04 03:07
Rainfire
3145
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Saria thought of an idea from her old training. She walked a little foreward and spread her arms
out wide to showthat she was not going to harm them, "We mean you no harm, are you the
gaurdains of this cavern?" she asked...
Rain smiled at Artemis, "I'm Rain." she replied, smiling, and then she laughed a little, "And you
seem nice too Artemis." She meowed. She then looked at Sleepy and glowing objects, "Yeah, I
wonder what makes them glow?" She meowed to her...

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.

02-04 03:09
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(ooc: as melody said I think we are done for the night - you can continue RP'ing little
stories between yourselves if you like but you will not be able to have interaction with
the hosts and warriors until tomorrow again )

(ooc:Ohhh and bloodblackrose - I did reply  I just forgot to use your name 
ETA: oops I did reply to the wrong one lol - sorry .. pretty sleepy in real life LOL. Corrected my post
to be directed to 'Wishes')

02-04 03:09
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Lapi's head turned and her eyes went wide when the two started moving. Seeing one of the other
guardians (Ginger) speak to them - she gulped. Her and Luna had only come to see them just
now - so she had not place to talk to the two warriors. Her eyes shifted between the two - seeing
them become defensive - she held the plushies in her arms tightly. Luna looked back at Lapi, and
smiled - then turned back to the warriors - watching them.

((ETA: Night, melody! :3))

02-04 03:09
animallover1992
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Glow looked at the two new guardians that appeared. It took her a moment to realize that they
were spirits. They were in a graveyard. She walked around the small area, sniffing at the pillars
curiously. This area made her sad. Why did they have to come to a graveyard? She was sure it
was important though. She sat down next to one of the pillars, watching the guardians curiously,
wondering if they would tell the others what was going on.

02-04 03:10
aires213
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OCC: good night melody ^^

PIFF Link
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"I have absolutely no idea" replied Artemis truthfully. He was happy that a conversation had been
started. "Maybe that is where the spirits really are. I mean, as in, the spirits before us are just in a
non-touchable form, and the real spirits are inside the tomb, making a the glowing." He sat beside
Rain and looked up to see Sleepy looking tired. He decided to curl up in her lap and purr for a
while. After all, her lap looked very comfortable...

02-04 03:16
red_uni387
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((good night melody! 

is nice timing for Ayu to fall asleep  now can go check on other stuffs yay!))

02-04 03:30
SplitX
20213
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[O____O Uhm... Am I allowed to join in, or am I too late?  I was hoping, if not, I could just get
a quick summary, to know how to jump in? o_o; -feels horrible for being so late-]

02-04 03:44
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((OOC:Well, Ginger was right about the river and it blew up, opening a huge path. We've followed
it for hours, and finally came to a 'monument', but it was actually a grave. Bevelle rub her hand
over glowing runes, and two warriors popped out, introducing the newest ITW outfit option *points
to larg post at top of page*))

02-04 04:13
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((OOC: Fae/melody, will we be given the chance to win that love pair? I have always wanted a love
pair for guardians, and now I especially want one with the battle armor  ))

1 2 3 4 5 6 [7] 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 > 31

 

Quote Hoshizora:

1 2 3 4 5 6 [7] 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 > 31


